. Here all the manifolds are to be unoriented, smooth and closed, and all the homology and cohomology coefficients are to be in Z 2 . The space X is such that for each n, H n (X) and hence H n (X) is a finite dimensional vector space over Z 2 .
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Preliminaries.
Consider the set N n (X) of bordism classes of nd imensional singular manifolds (M n , /) in X, /: M n -> X being a continuous map. We know that N n (X) is an abelian group under the operation "disjoint union" We know that for a point, N*(pt) = N*, the unoriented bordism ring, and there is a N* -module structure in N*(X) given by 
) is called the StiefelWhitney number of (M n , /) associated to the cohomology class x n -p e H n~p (X) corresponding to the partition i\ + + i r = p. Moreover, this number is as usual bordism invariant [2] .
Analogous to [1] , given a singular manifold (M n , /) in X there is associated a Poincare algebra P* given as follows:
It is easy to see that / is an ideal of the graded algebra H*(BO xX). Set " H*(BOxX) +u .. . , u P* = -^-, the quotient algebra.
j
Let q: H*(BOxX) -• P* be the quotient map. Clearly, P* = 0 if and only if (M n , /) bounds. Let z e 77*(BO xl);we say, " z = 0 in P*"if tf(z) = 0.
As in [1] , we have the following proposition, whose verification is a routine matter. PROPOSITION 
hj(Sq ι (I)+ v, I) 
which makes iV*(BO) an algebra over Z 2 . 
This will imply that (M 2n , /) is cobordant to (Λ^ , g) x (iV w , ^), by (3.3).
Let R n c /F(BOxBO) be the vector space generated by all elements of the form Sq 
Now we shall discuss the singular version of some results proved in [1]. Let P* be the Poincare algebra associated to the singular manifold (M n , /) in X. As in [1] , an element z of any graded algebra A* will be called ^-decomposable if it is zero or is the sum of the products Z\-Z2 z p where z z e A* with dim z f > 0 for each /, and p > k. From now on, the ambient space X will be taken to be the universal base space BO and {M n , f) will denote a singular manifold in BO with cobcat(M", /) < 3. Proof, (a) By the hypothesis, the last proposition and the fact that cobcat(Λ/ n , /) < 3, we have 
